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Computer networks are facing the challenge of stealthy crossfre attacks that food through persistent routes (PRs) towards their
decoys at a low rate for disrupting end-to-end connectivity of the target. At frst, the PRs can be stealthily probed at the initial stage
of the attack. Later, some undefended and vulnerable PRs can be speculated at the renaissance stage of the attack, which yet
remains unconcerned. To achieve an efective defense against the two-stage attacks, this paper investigates a new persistent route
diversifcation defense (PRDD) mechanism to mitigate each identifed PR under the attacks. Te PRDD efectively stops the
fooding on the PRs to mitigate their congestion. Meanwhile, it makes the adversary unable to probe or speculate the PRs under
their corresponding attack stages. Tus, it disables every fooding choice for the adversary, avoiding the attacks. Te PRDD is
designed with scalable algorithmic complexity in computation and overhead. Te PRDD is extensively assessed using NS-3 and
Mininet, and the results show the following. (a) It is more efective in mitigating more attacked PRs compared with the existing
solutions. (b) Te defense performance of the PRDD remains highly scalable in computation, while maintaining an
acceptable overhead.

1. Introduction

Recently, link fooding attacks (LFAs) have become serious
threats to the end-to-end data connections of computer
networks. LFAs have caused large repercussions in massive
system outages and heavy subsequent losses via high
throughput trafc, e.g., Cloudfare attacked at 400Gbps in
2014 [1], Dyn at 620Gbps in 2016 [2], and Amazon in 2019
[3]. Currently, a new kind of LFAs named as the stealthy
crossfre attack [4], hard to be defended, has been in-
vestigated. Te attack can signifcantly disrupt end-to-end
data connections to a target, e.g., cutting of 53% of the US
Internet connections [4]. Tis necessitates an efective
corresponding defense solution.

In the stealthy crossfre attack, the adversary commands
bots to frst fnd the persistent routes (PRs) and then food
over the PRs to a set of decoys non-adjacent to the target [4].

Here, the PR is the link non-adjacent to the target and passes
through a number of forwarding paths originating from
some bots to the target. Furthermore, the PRs can be found
in two ways as follows: (a) probing the PRs out of the links
connecting to the target via sending the Internet control
message protocol (ICMP) packets [4] and (b) speculating the
vulnerable PRs out of the previously obtained PRs in terms
of verifying the fooding destructiveness to the target over
each obtained PR. In addition, we assume that the adversary
is initially unknown about locations where the PRs to be
attacked next are in the network. Hence, at frst, the ad-
versary usually prefers to probe PRs at the initial stage of the
crossfre attack and later speculate on some vulnerable PRs
at the renaissance stage of the attack. However, at the initial
attack stage, the existing defense approaches can leave PRs
undefended and vulnerable due to the following reasons: (a)
hardness of probing [5, 6] and fooding [7, 8] detection for
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the stealthier ICMP or fooding trafc sent from the bots at
a low rate, (b) non-changed routes and decoys’ addresses that
can be speculated for the network topology obfuscation
[5, 6, 9, 10] and ICMP detection [11, 12] approaches, and (c)
the impossibility in diverging overloaded trafc on the critical
PRs for the route mutation [13] and trafc throttling [7, 8, 14]
approaches. In addition, these approaches do not protect the
vulnerable PRs from being speculated and hence have not been
concerned with such a renaissance attack stage.

Currently, the software-defned networking (SDN)
paradigm [15] has shown its fexibility in defending LFAs
[14, 16, 17]. SDN is practical [18–22] and compatible with IP
ones [23], with security assurance [24]. SDN can fexibly
program the forwarding rules in the fow granularity via the
OpenFlow (OF) protocol [25] and efciently measure the
host-level packet receiving rate [26].

To efectively defend against the two-stage attacks, we in-
vestigate a new SDN-based persistent route diversifcation
defense (PRDD) mechanism using the defense idea as follows.
First, the PRDD identifes all PRs under the two-stage attacks
disruptive to the target via measuring the link congestion level.
Ten, PRDD stops the current fooding on the identifed PRs to
mitigate their congestion. Meanwhile, it makes the adversary
unable to fnd the identifed PRs via PR probing in the initial
attack stage or PR speculation in the renaissance one. To achieve
that, PRDD diversifes each potential decoy and target for all
identifed PRs into multiple proxies of the decoy and target.
Each proxy is confgured with a randomized network address,
where the address makes fooding trafc discarded. In addition,
with the proxies, the paths over the PRs are obfuscated for bots,
which can avoid the bots to probe the PR. Meanwhile, it di-
verges or suppresses the overloaded trafc forwarded to the
identifed victim decoys by their related PRs under the re-
naissance one. As a result, later fooding of the PRs for the
verifcation above is not disruptive to the target, which in-
validates the PR speculation.Tus, the adversary cannot fnd the
identifed PRs and has no choice for further conducting
a disruptive fooding. Hence, the two-stage attack is defended.

We evaluate the defense efectiveness and performance
of PRDD using the NS-3 simulator [27] and Mininet em-
ulator [28]. Te numerical results demonstrate that PRDD
can mitigate the PRs in non-congestion state for the two-
stage attack.Meanwhile, the execution time and space as well
as overhead of the PRDD are scalable to large networks and
all meet with their theoretical estimations. Besides, PRDD is
more efective in mitigating more congested PRs and
reacting to more bots than the existing defense approaches.

Te contributions of the paper are listed as follows:

(i) We present the PRDD defense processes against the
two-stage attacks by making the adversary have no
choice in launching a disruptive attack on the target

(ii) To implement the defense processes, we present the
design of PRDD to efciently generate and enforce
the defense policy with a scalable complexity

(iii) A comprehensive evaluation on the PRDD is given
on its defense efectiveness and performance against
the two-stage attacks, with comparative studies

Tis paper is a substantial extension of the letter in [29]
recommended by the 1st National Conference on Advanced
Computing & Defense after the oral presentation.

Te rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
details the threat model and related work. Section 3 presents
the defense concept. Section 4 gives the defense mechanism
design. Section 5 presents the evaluation results. Section 6
gives conclusive remarks and future work.

2. Preliminaries

2.1.Treat Model. Figure 1 depicts the concrete steps of the
stealthy crossfre attack [4] in the initial and renaissance
stages with blue and yellow labels, respectively. Tey are
detailed as follows.

2.1.1. Initial Attack Stage. Tis stage includes the following.

(i) Probing Forwarding Paths. Each bot (in the cloud)
probes the paths (in the dashed arrows) to the target
(in the red box). To realize that, the bot can use the
ready-to-use traceroute program that sends the
ICMP packets with incremental time-to-live (TTL)
values [4]. Furthermore, the bot can send the ICMP
packets in a stealthier manner with diferent TTL
values in randomized intervals, e.g., by mimicking
benign application behaviors using [30].

(ii) Selecting PRs. In the above probed PRs, the ad-
versary frst computes all of their links and the
number of times that each link is included in the
paths (termed as the link density). Ten, it selects
the links non-adjacent to the target and with a link
density as high as possible as the PRs, e.g., such
a link is between switches 1 and 4.

(iii) Finding Decoys for the PRs. For each PR, the ad-
versary scans the subnetwork address space of the
egress points of the PR, e.g., using brute force. Ten,
from scanned hosts, the adversary selects the cor-
responding (one or multiple) available decoys for
each egress point. Te selection is in accordance
with a strategy to make sure that the decoy is
connected to one of the points and non-adjacent to
the target (in the blue box).

(iv) Flooding. For an efective attack, the adversary re-
quires to ensure the fooding trafc of bots passing
through each PR, where the destination address of
the packet is that of a decoy. Tis means that the
adversary acquires the total attack resource in-
volving at least a decoy of each PR. In practice, the
bots food towards the decoys at low rates with valid
randomized network addresses in a rolling manner
(in the red arrows) [31]. Consequently, the adver-
sary drains the bandwidth of the PRs, which dis-
rupts their related end-to-end connections from the
end hosts (end host 1 in the green box) to the target.
Meanwhile, there is no fooding trafc in the target
area.
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2.1.2. Renaissance Attack Stage. After the initial attack stage,
the renaissance attack stage includes the following.

(i) Speculating on Vulnerable PRs. Te adversary frst
obtains candidate decoys from the previous round or
rescanned ones using step (iii) of the initial attack
stage. Ten, he commands some bots to food to-
wards the addresses of the candidate decoys. Later,
he commands some rest bots to verify whether the
connectivity from the rest bots to the target is dis-
rupted or not, e.g., via accessing a network service of
the target. If the verifcation is positive, the adversary
confrms that the PR is vulnerable and its corre-
sponding decoy can be exploited. For example, such
a vulnerable PR is between switches 1 and 4.

(ii) Flooding.Te botnet foods towards the verifed valid
decoys for attacking the speculated vulnerable PRs as
in step (iv) of the initial attack stage. Such fooding
can also disrupt the connections to the target. Be-
cause each speculated PR connects to the target, the
renaissance attack stage can also cause certain dis-
ruption to the target. For example, if each PR under
the initial attack stage is vulnerable, the renaissance
one can defnitely make the disruption in the same
degree as the initial one. Hence, such an attack also
requires an efective defense.

2.2. Related Work on Defense Approaches

2.2.1. Defense against the Initial Attack Stage. Te existing
defense approaches are built on the moving target defense
(MTD) [32, 33] and trafc throttling as follows.

MTD. Tere are three categories of methods as follows.

(i) Changing Host Locations. Venkatesan et al. pre-
sented a proactive proxy-based moving target ar-
chitecture (PROTAG) in [34] that proactively
replaces the target with application-level proxies
reachable to the target. Ten, it shufes hosts for
access to the new proxy to isolate bots for mitigating
the initial attack stage. However, the PRs related to
some proxies can remain unchanged and probable
that are vulnerable for the adversary, so that the
adversary can still make efective fooding over the
PRs via their connected proxies.

(ii) Route Mutations. Aydeger et al. proposed a de-
fense mechanism [16] that detects the traceroute
patterns and computes the link-disjoint path
excluding the congested links. Later, Aydeger
et al. proposed a strategic defense technique that
identifes the illegal ICMP probing and performs
the corresponding random route mutation [35].
However, the detection does not concern with the
stealthier ICMP probing. Meanwhile, Xu et al.
proposed an algorithm to mutate the routes re-
lated to a link or a host under the DDoS attack
[36]. Te mutation is taken by diverging the
routes to optional ones with a context-aware Q-
learning algorithm to adaptively adjust the mu-
tation period and learning rate. Later, the route
mutation was exploited in defending the DDoS
attack in the vehicle ad hoc network (VANET).
For example, Zhang et al. proposed a hierarchical
routing scheme-based route mutation by
choosing a neighbored grid in the communica-
tion area in VANET [37]. Te mutation is re-
alized by the multi-agent reinforcement learning
based on the observation of nodes in the Markov
process. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. proposed an
intelligent defense scheme against DDoS in the
software-defned Internet of vehicles in VANET
[38]. Te scheme periodically mutates the net-
work communication range and access capacity
of the road side units based on deep re-
inforcement learning. However, those solutions
have insufciency in defense against the crossfre
attack as follows. (a) Defenses in VANET [37, 38]
are designed based on ad hoc routes that are
suitable for general networks. (b) Te solutions
[36–38] have not mentioned how to identify the
links or hosts under attack. (c) For all of them
[36–38], fnding the link-disjoint path or the
route mutation is impossible for the critical PRs
in general networks. Later, Gupta et al. developed
a defense mechanism to change interdomain
paths and performed address hopping for setting
up a honey pot [13]. However, the new paths may
include congested PRs.

(iii) Topology Obfuscation. Obfuscation [39, 40] provides
fake outward paths to the adversary for preventing
leaks of the PRs in the probing. To realize that,

end host 1
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control) bots
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Figure 1: Te two-stage stealthy crossfre attack model.
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Meier et al. proposed NetHide [9] to modify ICMP
probing packets with similar link delays. Ding et al.
proposed Linkbait to reroute the tracing fow to bait
links [6]. Hou et al. proposed to fake the topology of
the detected bots using k-nearest neighbor analysis
[5]. Kim et al. proposed EqualNet with the best
efect to create a virtual topology with its nodes
equalizing the tracing fow [10]. However, the ap-
proaches [9, 10] have not mentioned the attacked
link detection which is a prerequisite in performing
obfuscation. In addition, the ICMP probing fow
detection [5, 6] can be inaccurate for the ran-
domized ones. Tey do not change the decoy ad-
dresses, which cannot stop the fooding.

Trafc Trottling. Te approach performs defense reactions
in the following major ways:

(i) Detecting Flooding Trafc. Kang et al. proposed the
SPIFFY approach [7] that detects the bot in terms of
virtually increasing the PR bandwidth, which,
however, is hard to identify the fooding at a con-
sistently low rate. Later, Zheng et al. proposed an
SDN-based defense (RADAR) approach to detect
the attack via correlation analysis on suspicious
fows and link utilization changes [8]. However, the
bots can adjust their fooding rates frequently
enough to undermine the sampling accuracy of fow
statistics according to the Nyquist–Shannon theo-
rem. Tus, the detection can be inefective for such
bots. Tey all meet the performance scalability
bottlenecks for the anomaly sampling, and there is
no divergence for the critical PRs.

(ii) Detecting ICMP Trafc. Sakuma et al. proposed to
analyze the concentration degree of the traceroute
packets on the links near the target [11]. However, it is
hard to distinguish the sparse long-term probing
behaviors. Later, Wang et al. proposed a link fooding
attack defender (LFADefender) [12]. It frst detects the
anomaly traceroute packets via the k-nearest neigh-
boring estimation and then blocks the detected bots or
diverges the PRs. However, they are hard to cope with
the randomized PR probing and critical PR.

(iii) Trafc Diverging. Belabed et al. proposed an SDN-
based defense mechanism for the attack. Te
mechanism detects congested links according to the
throughout increase, and then diverges the paths of
the decoys and target under attack to new paths [14].
However, the mechanism does not consider the
hardness in identifying the normal link loss events
caused by the benign trafc sent at high throughput.
Ravi et al. proposed a service-based hybrid SDN to
fnd the location of congested links in the crossfre
attack via computing the entropy of the data fow
throughput features [17]. However, the later miti-
gation does not identify the bots with low-rate
fooding fow, which cannot stop the fooding of the
attack.

(iv) Anomaly Trafc Detection Based on Programmable
Switches. Tese studies focus on leveraging switch
abstraction in providing a fexible defense. Zhang
et al. proposed Poseidon to provide simple and
modular primitives to switches for defending Tbps
level of attack trafc [41]. Later, Liu et al. proposed
Jaqen to detect and mitigate volumetric DDoS at-
tacks entirely in switches at high line rate by han-
dling TCP, UDP, and ICMP attacks [42].
Meanwhile, Xing et al. proposed Ripple to provide
a new abstraction to detect fow throughput through
the bloom flter entirely on the switch [43]. Teir
programmable APIs provided can be used to sup-
port our proposed mechanism for achieving high
performance.

Hence, the above approaches are insufcient in
defending against the initial attack stage with the stealthier
PR probing. Consequently, they can leave some undefended
and vulnerable PRs for the adversary, which can be con-
frmed by the evaluation results in Section 5.6. Te ICMP
used by the adversary is necessary in discovering the
maximum transmission unit for IPv6 [44], which cannot be
blocked.

2.2.2. Defenses against the Renaissance Attack Stage. Te
existing defense solutions cannot deal with the speculation
on the vulnerable PRs after defense at the initial attack stage.
First, the MTD approach may leave non-changed routes
involving the PRs and cannot diverge the critical PRs
[13, 16, 34, 35]. In addition, the topology obfuscations
[5, 6, 9, 10] do not change the underlying routes and host
addresses, which makes the decoys to be refooded. Second,
the trafc throttling approaches are hard to detect ran-
domized testing fooding at low rate [7, 8, 11, 12]. Such
defciencies make the vulnerable PRs capable to be specu-
lated by the adversary, where the PR is reachable and de-
structive to the target. Te PRs can be obtained from a long-
term probing before congestion, which is hard to be pre-
vented. Hence, they are not concerned with the defense
against the renaissance.

3. Defense Concept

To cope with the two-stage crossfre attack, the proposed
PRDD takes two diferent defense processes for all identifed
PRs under attack according to their diferent stages, re-
spectively, as follows.

3.1. Defense Process in Initial Attack Stage. At the initial
attack stage, the PRDD creates multiple proxies corre-
sponding to each destination host over the PR at the ingress
switch of the PR under attack in a scalable manner. Te
proxy works at the network layer in a light-weighted
manner. In detail, the proxy delegates all trafc sent to or
from the destination host corresponding to the proxy, where
the real address of the destination host is dynamically
replaced with a randomized preset address.Te proxy can be
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realized via the OpenFlow (OF) [25] based rules, which has
been proven viable in [45]. Te realization is detailed in
Section 2. Figure 2 shows the defense process that includes
the following steps.

(i) Identifying the PRs under the Initial Attack Stage.
For example, such a PR is between switches 1 and 4.

(ii) Identifying the Treatened Hosts (THs). Te step
extracts all destination hosts in the downstream of
the PR under attack which we term as THs, e.g., THs
1 and 2. Te THs must contain not only the target
and decoys but also the benign hosts in the
downstream of the PR.Tis is because the adversary
can potentially exploit any TH except the target as
a decoy for attack. Meanwhile, the defender is
unaware of the target of the adversary.

(iii) Installing Proxies. For each TH above (e.g., TH 1 or
2), the step installs multiple proxies for the TH (e.g.,
see the dashed squares). Each proxy is installed at
the location of the ingress switch (e.g., switch 4) of
a PR reachable to the TH, where the PR has been
identifed under the initial stage in step (i). Te
method to fnd the location is detailed in Section 2.
Furthermore, each proxy at a switch (e.g., switch 4)
delegates all data packets sent between a TH cor-
responding to the proxy and any non-threatened
host (NTH) via a random network address as fol-
lows. (a) Te switch directly replies the ICMP re-
quest with the address of the proxy (e.g., see the blue
dashed arrows). In addition, the switch discards
further ICMP replies corresponding to the request,
which prevents the PR from being leaked to the bots
(e.g., the red cross on the pink dashed arrow). Te
switch decides the ICMP replies to discard by de-
termining whether each reply is with the source
address of an identifed TH or not. Additionally, the
switch forwards the ICMP request sent to a TH (e.g.,
see the pink dashed arrows) to the next hop (e.g.,
switch 1). Meanwhile, the switch allows to forward
the ICMP replies not relating to the request, where
each reply is not with its source address of an
identifed TH. Tus, all NTHs can only probe the
paths excluding the PR. (b) Te TH corresponding
to a proxy actually responds any non-ICMP data
packet sent to/from the address of the proxy (see the
solid thin arrows).

(iv) Restoring NTH Connections. Te step restores the
end-to-end connections to the above THs. It is
accomplished via making their NTHs reconnected
to the addresses of the proxies corresponding to the
THs installed in step (iii).

Discussion. Consequently, the switch will discard the
fooding packets halfway before reaching the PRs (e.g., see
the cross on the red arrow between the NTHs M and switch
4). Tis is because step (iii) changes the addresses of the THs
to the ones of their proxies. Meanwhile, in the further initial
attack stages on the same PRs, bots cannot probe any path

including the PRs because the NTHs include the bots. Tus,
the adversary has no choice for disruptive fooding. Hence,
the PRDD defends the initial attack stage. Note that there
can be vulnerable PRs left, e.g., the PR between switches 1
and 4, that can be speculated in carrying out the later re-
naissance attack stages. For large-scale networks, we need to
concern with performance scalability and overhead issues in
generating proxies for defense design.

3.2. Defense Processes in Renaissance Attack Stage. At the
renaissance attack stage, the PRDD steers the high rate trafc
reaching the THs of the PRs under attack to mitigate the PRs
into non-congestion. Meanwhile, it updates the addresses of
the proxies corresponding to the THs of their related
switches. Figures 3 and 4 depict diferent defense processes
for the renaissance attack stage in the two corresponding
cases on whether there is an optional path detouring the PR
or not, respectively. Te two processes have similar steps
described as follows.

(i) Identifying the PRs under the Renaissance Attack
Stage. For example, such a PR is between switches 1
and 4 as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

(ii) Identifying the Victim Decoys. Te step frst extracts
the THs related to the PRs similarly as in the initial
attack stage above, e.g., THs 1 and 2 in both Fig-
ures 3 and 4. Ten, the step identifes the victim
decoys that are some THs above with a higher packet
receiving rate. Tis is due to the volume accumu-
lation efect of the fooding.

(iii) Trafc Steering for Victim Decoys. Te steering aims
at hindering the vulnerability speculation on the
PRs in the stage. Te solution is to make the attack
unable to bring the connectivity disruption to the
target via the victim decoys. To realize that, all data
fows sent from any NTH to each victim decoy via
a related PR under attack are steered into non-
congestion states. Such steered fows include the
fooding ones. Te diferent kinds of steering are
performed on the condition whether there is an
optional path detouring the PR or not, respectively,
as follows:

(a) Trafc Diverging. In Figure 3, such an optional
path passes switches 4, 3, and 1 (in dashed lines).
It diverges the fows from any NTH to each
victim decoy over the PR to the optional path
(see red and yellow arrows).

(b) Trafc Suppressing. In Figure 4, it suppresses the
forwarding rates of the fows to the victim de-
coys (see the red and yellow arrows in the
dashed circle).

For such two conditions, the step will mitigate the
PRs into the non-congestion state if the PRs are
under attack by the same bots at any time. Tis
yields that each PR above is impeccable for fooding
towards any proxy of the victim decoy connecting to
the PR. Hence, the adversary will fail in speculating
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on the same decoys for the above PRs in carrying
out their further renaissance stage attacks.

(iv) Updating Proxy Addresses. Te step rerandomizes
all addresses of the proxies previously installed on
the switches of their related forwarding paths to new
ones, e.g., see the green arrows in both Figures 3 and
4. Later, the switches discard the fooding packets in
the stage, e.g., between the bots and switch 4 (see the
red arrows in both Figures 3 and 4). Such updating
forces the ingress switches on the PRs under attack
to discard the fooding packets, which mitigates the
PRs into non-congestion states.

(v) Restoring NTH Connections. Te step is accom-
plished in the same way as in Section 3.1.

Discussion. Eventually, step (iv) makes the adversary to
speculate the PRs under attack to fnd the vulnerable ones for
the later renaissance stage attacks on them. Meanwhile, step
(iii) makes no vulnerable PRs being found and then makes
no choice in launching a disruptive fooding, all for the
adversary. Tus, the renaissance attack stage is defended.

Terefore, the above two defense processes can efec-
tively cope with the initial and renaissance attack stages.

4. Defense Mechanism

To realize the aforementioned defense processes, the pro-
posed PRDD is designed with its concrete algorithms as well
as their computation complexity and overhead analysis.

4.1. Overview Design. Te PRDD is designed as a control
service of the SDN controller [46]. Te PRDD consists of
link congestion level analysis (LCLA), defense policy gen-
eration (DPG), and defense policy enforcement (DPE)
components. In defense, Figure 5 depicts the collaboration
of the components in the following phases. (i) Te LCLA
computes the congestion levels of all links by distinguishing
the fooded ones from legitimate ones. (ii) Te DPG frst
identifes all PRs under the two-stage attack based on the
congestion levels. Ten, it generates the defense policy in-
volving countermeasures corresponding to the stages. (iii)
Te DPE enforces the policy on its related switches and then
restores the end-to-end communications of the impacted

NTHs via their proxy addresses. Meanwhile, we assume that
there is no duplicated network address, and the switch
automatically decreases the TTL value of the outgoing
packet by 1 in its forwarding.Te designs of the LCLA, DPG,
and DPE are presented in the following sections, re-
spectively. Te common notations used in the paper are
listed in Table 1.

4.2. Link Congestion Level Analysis. Te LCLA determines
the congestion levels of all links in the network in two phases
as follows:

(i) Link Troughput Sampling. Te LCLA samples two
statistics for each link in the network at its egress and
ingress switches, respectively, in a period of τs, as
follows: (a) λt

RX is the number of receiving packets of
the link at t obtained via an OFPMP_PORT or
OFPMP_PORT_STATS message [25] and (b) λt

TX is
the number of the packets of the data fows for-
warded to the same physical ingress port of the link
at t obtained in a group via an OFPMP_-
GROUP_STATS message [25]. Furthermore, the
sampling efciency is ensured as follows. Te rules
for the data fows forwarded to the same egress port
point to the same group entry [25]. Te entry defnes
the forwarding behavior and provides the statistics
with four felds as follows: (a) the identifer distin-
guishes diferent groups; (b) the group type is ini-
tialized to “all”; (c) the counter indicates the number
of receiving packets forwarded to the same port; and
(d) the action set defnes the selection of an output
forwarding port via the OFPAT_OUTPUT in-
struction. Hence, it collects those statistics in the
coarse-grained unit of the physical port of switches,
which requires only a roundtrip of OF control
messages per unit, i.e., in O(1). Tus, the number of
control messages has a low complexity of O(|L|).

(ii) Congestion Level Analysis. With the sampled statistics,
Algorithm 1 analyzes the congestion level of each link
(li) in the following steps. First, in line 2, for a time
range of [t − τ, t], it computes a series of the numbers
of the in-fight packets forwarded at an ingress switch
of the li as a sequence of λa. Similarly, in line 3, it
obtains a series of the numbers of the packets received

4. restoring NTHs connections
Switch 5 3. installing proxies

proxies for THs

Switch 4

Switch 1 Switch 2

1. identifying PRs

under initial attack

TH 1 TH 2

2. identifying THsEffect 2: discarding ICMP
reply from THs

Effect 1: discarding
current flooding to THs

NTH 1

NTH 2

bots
(NTHs)
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Figure 2: Defense process using the proxy creation.
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at an egress switch of li as λb. Second, it computes H1
and H2 as the two series of the correlation coefcients
between λa and λb and the time range in line 4 and 5,
respectively. Tird, in line 6, it computes the corre-
lation between H2 and H2 as κ, where τ is the
smoothing period. Fourth, it computes the level for the
two diferent conditions as follows.

Te frst condition is κ>C1, i.e., λa is changed in ac-
cordance with λb in a higher degree. Tis implies an afuent
link bandwidth. Hence, the level is 0 in line 7. In addition,
the second one is when the adversary has exhausted the link
bandwidth in attack. To cope with that, in line 8, it identifes
a starting index within λa as b of which its value is suddenly
changed beyond a C2 constant proportion of λa[1]. Next, in
line 9, it computes a right triangle with the following fea-
tures. (a) Its bottom edge starts from (b, λa[b]) on the left
and ends at (|λa|, λa[b]). (b) Its hypotenuse is with the
minimum slope ratio of smin. Tis makes the triangle cov-
ering at least a constant proportion of C3 of the area between
the bottom edge and the line of λa. In line 9, it obtains smin
via searching among the candidate ones of which each is
computed via (1). In line 10, it computes the congestion level
as κ as the product of the two following parts: (a) the area
proportion corresponding to smin, i.e., A(b, s, λa), and (b) the
angle percentage between the corner cut of the slope and
a right one. Finally, it returns κ in line 11.

Algorithm 1 can efectively identify the fooding trafc from
the legitimate one in the current Internet. It is because the values
of λb in the second condition fuctuate around a constant.
Meanwhile, λa for the legitimate trafc is more decurved than

that for the fooding one closing to a straight line.Tis is due to
the end-to-end congestion controls adopted in a great majority
of data transports, e.g., the NewReno, LinuxReno, CUBIC, and
Illinois of TCP [47], as well as QUIC [48]. Furthermore, the
controls will suddenly decrease their window size upon the
packet loss. In comparison, the fooding packets are without
the congestion control that will continuously overload the link
bandwidth and eventually lead to a constant rate. Hence, a link
under heavier fooding is incorporated with higher area pro-
portion and hypotenuse slope than a lighter one. Line 10 of
Algorithm 1 can efectively obtain the congestion level.

Te parameters can be turned by the operator for
performance optimization according to the following
principles. (a) Te smaller value of τs yields less response
time for detecting link congestion changes. (b) C1, C2, and
C3 are all in (0, 1). In this paper, they are confgured as 0.5,
0.05, and 0.99, respectively, for the tolerance of the
throughput statistics fuctuations. (c) τ is determined for
achieving a proper resolution in computing the correla-
tions above. Furthermore, the LCLA returns κ to DPG for
triggering the execution of GenPolicy to generate the
defense policy.

A b, s, λa(  �
b+1≤i≤ λa| |min (i − b) · s, λa[i]( 

b+1≤i≤ λa| | λa[i] − λa[b]( 
. (1)

4.3. Defense Policy Generation. Tis section presents the
defense policy generation algorithms with computation
complexity and overhead analysis.
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Figure 3: Defense process using trafc diverging.
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4.3.1. Defense Policy Generation Algorithm. Algorithm 2
presents the defense policy generation algorithm with the
following inputs: (a) the network topology of G, (b) a set of
all forwarding paths within the current data plane of Pall, and
(c) a map from each link to its congestion level at the current
time of t, i.e., Ω(t) � li⟶ κt|∀li ∈ L , that the LCLA has
computed in Section 4.2. Its execution steps are as follows.
First, in line 2 of Algorithm 2, based onΩ(t), it identifes the
attack intention using AttackIntention function. Figure 6
illustrates the function workfow for identifying the com-
ponents involved in such attack intention as follows:

(1) Te PRs under attacks, i.e., Pth
PR, are extracted from

all links using the following criteria: (a) their con-
gestion levels no less than ς and (b) their link density
no less than 2.Ten, the PRs are partitioned into two

subsets ofΘ andΛ in the light of the number of times
under attack less than η or not, respectively.

(2) Te THs under the initial attack stage, i.e., Wth
Θ , are

computed as the combination of each destination
host of the paths passing via a link in Θ.

(3) Te victim decoys under the renaissance attack stage,
denoted as Wth

Λ , are computed for each host in the
network using the following criteria. (a) Te for-
warding path of the host passes through a PR in Λ.
(b)Te proportion between the data packet receiving
rate of the host and the bandwidth of its corre-
sponding PR is no less than ρ. Furthermore, it ef-
fciently measures the above rate via the sketch
hashing count approach provided by the OF con-
troller itself [26]. Tis is because a benign host will

Table 1: Mathematical notations.

Notation Description
G An undirected graph of data plane, G � (N, L)

N A set of all nodes in the data plane, N � Y∪W

Y A set of switches, Y � y1, y2, . . . , y|Y| 

W A set of end hosts, W � w1, w2, . . . , w|W| 

L A set of links connecting switches, L � l1, l2, . . . , l|L| 

p(wr, ws) Te forwarding path starting from wr to ws that is a sequence of nodes, i.e., (wr, yj1
, yj2

, . . . , yjm
, ws)

Pth
PR PRs under attack, Pth

PR ⊂ L

Wth A set of THs, Wth ⊂W

τs Te period for link statistics sampling
τ Link throughput smoothing period
ς Te minimum congestion level threshold value
η Te minimum attack time threshold on a PR identifed as in the renaissance attack stage
](wi) Te proxy of wi

Υ A defense policy, denoted as Υ � (V, R, S), where V, R, and S are proxy creation, diverging, and suppressing countermeasures,
respectively

κ(li, t) Te congestion level of li at the time tick of t

t Te time tick
ρ Te minimum proportional threshold for identifying a threatened host as a victim decoy

(1) functionLCLA(λt
RX, λt

TX)
(2) λa � [(λt′

TX − λt′
RX)/delay(li)|t − τ ≤ t′ ≤ t]

(3) λb � [λt′
RX − λt′−1

RX |t − τ ≤ t′ ≤ t]

(4) H1 � [Corrcoef1,2([t′ − τ, t′], λa)|t − τ ≤ t′ ≤ t]

(5) H2 � [Corrcoef1,2([t′ − τ, t′], λb)|t − τ ≤ t′ ≤ t]

(6) κ � Corrcoef1,2(H1,H2)

(7) ifκ>C1then return 0
(8) b � argmaxbb, subject to: ∧

1≤ i≤ b
(|λa[i] − λa[1]|≤C2 · λa[1]) � True

(9) smin � argminsA(b, s, λa), subject to A≥C3
(10) κ � 2 · A(b, smin, λa) · (arctan(smin)/π)

(11) returnκ
(12) end function

ALGORITHM 1: Link congestion level analysis.
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generation
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Figure 5: Component collaboration of PRDD in defense.
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suddenly decrease its receiving rate by its congestion
control in dealing with the continuous packet losses
led by the fooding [47, 48].

(4) Te NTHs, i.e., Wno, are computed as all destination
hosts of the paths disjoint from Pth

PR.

Second, in lines 3 ∼ and 4, Algorithm 2 calls Algorithms
3 and 4 to generate the countermeasures corresponding to
the initial and renaissances stages of the attack, denoted as V

and (R, S), respectively. Ten, in line 5, Algorithm 2 returns
the defense policy, denoted as Υ, including the above
countermeasures.

Furthermore, the operator can confgure the above
parameters as follows: (a) the smaller values of η (no less
than 2) and ς (more than 0) for increasing sensitivity and (b)
ρ in (0, 1) for a trade-of between accuracy (to 1) and
sensitivity (to 0) in the victim decoy detection.

4.3.2. Countermeasures for Initial Attack Stage.
According to the attack intention of the above Θ and Wth

Θ in
the initial attack stage, Algorithm 3 generates the coun-
termeasures for the stage. Algorithm 3 computes the proxy
creation locations for each TH for minimizing switch re-
source usage in the following steps. In lines 2 ∼ and 3, it
declares a queue for conducting a BFS in the later steps. In
addition, it creates two arrays with the size of |N| as follows:
(a) the torch records the link identifers (IDs) for generating
the proxy locations; and (b) the visited records whether
a node has been iterated in a BFS for a threatened host. In
lines 4 ∼ 23, it iterates each proxy to identify a set of cor-
responding OF switches required to create the proxies for
wth

i in terms of Vwth
i
(line 22). In detail, line 5 provides a set of

links of all paths forwarding to each host in Wth
Θ , that is, L. In

line 7, all elements in the torch and visited are initialized as
−1 and False, respectively. In lines 8 ∼ 21, it conducts
a breadth-frst search (BFS) for wth

i . Specifcally, in lines
10 ∼ 20, it propagates the link IDs within all links inΘ along
the trajectory from a parent node to its child node, working
in torch pass. Terefore, it propagates only one of the link
IDs closest to the leaf nodes among the links belonging to the
same path to the leaf node. As a result, it minimizes the
number of created proxies due to the maximum separation
of the bots to their corresponding THs. Meanwhile, it creates
these proxies at the ingress points of the PRs under attack for
their THs as V that combines all Vwth

i
for each wth

i in Wth
Θ (see

lines 22 and 24), where each item of V, i.e., (](wi), yj),
indicates that the proxy of wi is at yj.

Proxy Implementation. Each proxy is implemented as per the
following rules of a corresponding switch: (i) the rules
discard any received ICMP reply sent from the TH and (ii)
the rules redirect to the controller for any ICMP request sent
from any NTH to the proxy. Moreover, the rules forward the
ICMP reply sent from the controller to its corresponding
host. (iii) Te rules perform the bidirectional network ad-
dress translation for the data packet sent between the TH
and any NTH as follows. If any NTH sends a packet, the
switch replaces its destination feld with the proxy address

with the real address of its corresponding TH. Otherwise, the
switch replaces the source feld with the TH address with the
proxy address. Te DPG realizes such replacement through
the OFPAT_SET_FIELD instruction [25]. In addition, if the
packet matches with the frst or second rule, the switch will
not execute the third rule. To accomplish that, the controller
inserts these rules in front of the existing rules of the paths
between the THs and NTHs of the switch. Tus, such
implementation above is with only O(1) additional process
delay which can be neglected.

4.3.3. Countermeasures for Renaissance Attack Stage.
According to the attack intention of above Λ, Wth

Λ , and Wno

in the renaissance attack stage, Algorithm 4 presents the
trafc steering countermeasures for the stage. In detail,
Algorithm 4 takes the following steps. In line 2, it returns an
empty set if there is no link in Λ. In lines 4 ∼ 11, it computes
R and S for all wi ∈Wth

Λ as follows. Initially, in lines 5 ∼ and
6, it computes the optional paths in G(N, (L∖Λ)) origi-
nating from wi with the bandwidth and delay constrains (Ξ)
as P′, which is detailed in [49]. Ten, it computes a set of
THs required to be suppressed as Wth

S according to line 7.
Each host is unreachable via any path in the P′ that starts
from any NTH in Wno to wi. Tus, it generates Swi

for each
wj ∈Wth

S that is reachable to wi along with a path in Pall via
a PR in Λ in line 8, where the Ingress(l, p) function obtains
the ingress switch of l in p. Meanwhile, it generates Rwi

as
a set of paths starting from each wj ∈ (Wno/Wth

S ) to wi, and
each path is diferent from its old one in Pall, in line 9. Ten,
it adds Swi

and Rwi
to R and S, respectively, in line 10. Finally,

it returns (R, S) in line 12, where each item of R, i.e.,
(p′, p, ]), indicates that the above fows on p′ need to be
diverged to p. In implementation, it generates the new
forwarding rules of p for each switch on p and then replaces
the existing rules of p′. In addition, it updates the proxies
corresponding to (R, S) to ]. Each item of S, i.e., (ym, p, ]),
indicates that the above fows on p need to be suppressed at
ym. In realization, it generates the meter rules for ym that are
inserted in front of all existing rules of p via the OFPIT_-
METER message [25]. Meanwhile, it updates the proxy
relating to ].

4.3.4. Execution Complexity of Algorithms. Te complexity
analysis of the GenPolicy algorithm (see Algorithm 2) in
both time and space is as follows. For G, its |L| is equal to
O(log|N| · |N|), O(|N|), and O(|N|2) for the expected, best,
and worst cases, respectively; suppose that |W| � O(|N|).
For the time complexity, in Algorithm 2, the execution time
of lines 2 is O(|Wth| · log|N|). Ten, in line 3 of Algorithm
2, the execution time of Algorithm 3 is O(|Wth| · |N|) which
considered the use of BFS for each wth

i ∈Wth
Θ . In line 4 of

Algorithm 2, the execution time of Algorithm 4 is
ζ � O(|Wth| · (|N| · log|N| + |L| + |W| + |W| · log|N|))

with the probability g � Pr |Λ|≥ 1{ } (see line 2 of Algorithm
4), where g is a coefcient that positively correlates with the
attack intensity degree, that is, the number of PRs that have
been defended by the proxy countermeasure and later, but,
successfully speculated and fooded by a renaissance attack
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stage. Tus, the overall execution time of Algorithm 2 is
O(|Wth| · log|N| + |Wth| · |N| + g · ζ) that can be further
simplifed in diferent cases as follows: (a) in both the ex-
pected and best cases,
O(|Wth| · |N| · (1 + g) + |Wth| · log|N| · (1 + g · |N|)); and
(b) in the worst case,
O(|Wth| · |N| · (1 + g) + |Wth| · log|N| · (1 + g · |N|) + g ·

|Wth| · |N|2). Tus, when only proxy countermeasure is

generated, the time is O(|Wth| · (|N| + log(|N|))) for all
cases. Otherwise, the time will be increased depending on
the g value. Hence, the algorithm is scalable in time.

For the space complexity, the diferent parts of the above
algorithms consume their corresponding memory sizes,
during execution, as follows: (a) Lines 2 ∼ 10 of Algorithm 2
is in O(|Wth| · log(|N|)|); (b) Algorithm 3 is in O(|N|) (see
lines 2 ∼ 3); and (c)Te line 7 of Algorithm is in O(|N|) and

(1) functionGENPROXIES (G, Pall,Θ, Wth
Θ )

(2) Q � Queue, torch � [−1]|N|

(3) visited � [False]|N|

(4) forwth
i ∈Wth

Θdo
(5) L � lj|lj ∈ pk∧pk[|pk|] ∈Wth

Θ , ∀pk ∈ Pall 

(6) Q.Add(wth
i )

(7) torch[1 · · ·] � −1, visited[1 · · ·] � False
(8) while|Q|> 0do
(9) nu � Q.Poll
(10) forlj ∈ Edges(nu)do
(11) nv � PeerNode(nu, lj)

(12) iflj ∉ L∨visited[v]then continue
(13) iflj ∈ Θthen
(14) torch[v] � j

(15) else
(16) torch[v] � torch[u]

(17) end if
(18) torch[u] � −1
(19) Q.Add(nv), visited[v] � True
(20) end for
(21) end while
(22) Vwth

i
� (](wth

i ), yj)|torch[j]≠ − 1, ∀yj ∈ Y 

(23) end for
(24) returnV � ∪ wth

i
∈Wth
Θ

Vwth
j

(25) end function

ALGORITHM 3: Proxy creation generation algorithm.
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Figure 6: Workfow for identifying attack intention.

(1) functionGENPOLICY(G, Pall,Ω(t))
(2) (Θ,Λ, Wth

Θ , Wth
Λ , Wno) � AttackIntention(Ω(t))

(3) V � Genproxies(G, Pall,Θ, Wth
Θ )

(4) (R, S) � GenTrafficSteers(G, Pall,Λ, Wth
Λ , Wno)

(5) returnΥ � (V, R, S)

(6) end function

ALGORITHM 2: Defense policy generation algorithm.
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the lines 810 to store both R and S is in ϑ � O(|Wth| · (|W| +

log|N| · |W|)). Tus, for all cases, the total memory usage is
O(|Wth · log|N| + |N| + g · ϑ) that is simplifed into
O(|Wth| · log|N| · (1 + g · |N|) + |N|), which indicates
a scalable complexity.

4.3.5. Overhead Analysis in Defense Policy.
(i) Te Number of Generated Proxies. In lines 8 ∼ 21,

Algorithm 3 visits the PR using BFS on the shortest
path tree (SPT) from the source of Wth

Θ . Meanwhile,
it checks the reachability of each PR from Wth

Θ (see
line 12). Furthermore, we present the tree as a graph
of Gtree � (N, Lc). In addition, |Lc| � |N| − 1, and
each li′ ∈ Lc is also in L with the probability of
(1/log(|N|)). Correspondingly, let us consider
a subgraph of G′(Wth ∪ ϵ(Pth

PR), LPR) of G(N, L),
where ϵ is a function to extract the egress node from
a set of given links. In addition, each lPR

i ∈ LPR is
a hypothetical link if there is a subpath in
(Gtree∖PPR) directly connecting two diferent
ϵ(pPR

i ∈ Pth
PR) with each other. Furthermore, G′ is the

combination of all traces of the torch passing steps
following the number of links of the SPT starting
from each wth in lines 8 ∼ 21.Tus, the SPT in the G′
equals to |ϵ(Pth

PR)| − 2 which is in O(|Wth|). Hence,
for the wth

i in line 22, the number of generated
proxies, i.e. the |Vwth

i
| is inO(|Wth|/log|Wth|). It is

because the probability that the algorithm selects
each wth

i ∈Wth as a torching passing node is
equivalent to the one that the selection of a SPT link
is in G′. Totally, the number of generated proxies is
O(|Wth|2/log(|Wth|)). Hence, such complexity is
irrelevant to the topology size, rather the number of
THs, which indicates the suitableness for large-scale
networks.

(ii) Te Number of Control Messages. Te number of
messages for enforcing proxy creation, diverging,
and suppressing countermeasures is O(|V|), O(|R| ·

(log|N| + 1)), and O(|S|), respectively. Furthermore,
we simplify them as O(|Wth|2/log(|Wth|)), O((1 −

h) · |Λ| · (log|N| + 1)), and O(h · |Λ|), respectively,
where h is the average probability of P′ � ∅ (see line
6 of Algorithm 4), and Λ � O(|Wth|). Hence, the
total number of control messages is
O(|Wth|2/log(|Wth|) + (1 − h) · log|N| · |Wth| + h ·

|Wth|). Furthermore, the term relates to the attacking
scale in the number of THs, that is,
O(|Wth|2/log(|Wth|)) when h � 1. Meanwhile, it
relates to both the attacking scale
(O(|Wth|2/log(|Wth|))) and also the network size in
a logarithm of log|N| when 0< h< 1. Overall, this
indicates a scalable message complexity.

4.4. Defense Policy Enforcement

4.4.1. Defense Policy Reconfguration. First, the DPE replaces
all old rules currently contained in all switches with the new
ones corresponding to the rules in the policy. Te re-
placement compares any old rule and any new one with each
other according to their real source and destination ad-
dresses. Second, upon a new data fow arrival at a switch, the
DPE frst fnds the rules in the policy with their felds
matching to those of the fow. Ten, the DPE reconfgures
the found rules into the switches relating to the policy in
a diferential and on-demand manner.

4.4.2. Proxy Address Updates. According to the policy, the
NTHs obtain the new proxy addresses in two following ways.
(a) Te active way: the DPE immediately sends a DNS
update message (see IETF RFC 2136 [50]) carried with the
addresses to the NTHs. Each NTH runs with an application
daemon to receive the message like antivirus programs and
actively delivers its addresses to its related applications. (b)
Te passive way: the DNS service implemented in the
controller works as a transparent proxy between all hosts
within the current OF data plane and the DNS server via
intercepting DNS packets. If one of the hosts is installed with
a proxy, the service dynamically translates the domain name
of the host to its corresponding proxy address. Otherwise,
the service translates the name into the real address of the

(1) functionGENTRAFFICSTEERS (G, Pall,Λ, Wth
Λ , Wno)

(2) ifΛ � ∅then return∅
(3) R � ∅, S � ∅
(4) for allwi ∈Wth

Λdo
(5) G′ � (Y∪W, L∖Λ)
(6) P′ � ShortestPaths(G′, wi,Ξ)
(7) Wth

S � wj|p(wj, wi) ∉ P′, ∀wj ∈Wno
Λ 

(8) Swi
� (y, p, ]new

ran d(wi))|y � Ingress(l, p)∧.p(wj, wi) ∈ Pall∧(l ∈ Λ,∃l ∈ p), ∀wj ∈Wth
S 

(9) Rwi
� (p′, p, ]newrand(wi))|p′ ≠p∧p′(wj, wi) ∈ P′∧p(wj, wi) ∈ Pall, ∀wj ∈ (Wno∖Wth

S ) 

(10) S � S∪ Swi
, R � R∪Rwi

(11) end for
(12) return(R, S)

(13) end function

ALGORITHM 4: Trafc steering generation algorithm.
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host. Tus, the NTH can request new addresses by looking
up the DNS service. Finally, in either of the two ways, each
NTH reconnects to its corresponding THs with its notifed
or requested new address.

Terefore, the above designs of PRDD realize the two
defense processes for both initial and renaissance attack
stages with scalable performance and acceptable overhead.

5. Performance Evaluation and Results

We evaluate the defense efectiveness, performance, and
advantages of the proposed PRDD in mitigating the stealthy
crossfre attack in a computer network as follows.

5.1. Experimental Settings and Parameters. We randomly
synthesized the network topology with 10 ∼ 2000 nodes with
randomized degrees using the Erdős–Rényi model [51] for
generality. Here, the nodes include all switches and all hosts.
Table 2 lists its related parameters as follows: (a) the total
number of switch links is twice the number of OF switches,
ensuring a certain proportion of links with optional paths;
(b) each switch connects to a host that can abstract the
multiple hosts situation; and (c) the link transmission delay
is randomly distributed in [1, 200] ms, and the link band-
width and MTU are 10MBps and 1500 B. Each benign host
is confgured with the standard NewReno TCP/IP stack [52]
using the parameters in Table 2. Te host sends a fle with
infnite length to mimic high-throughput applications.

Te PRDD was comprehensively tested in the following
two ways. (i) Te NS-3-based discrete event simulations
[27]: based on NS-3, the test environment is built with the
OF switches that have been implemented by an existing
work named OFSwitch13 [53]. OFSwitch13 supports the
OpenFlow v1.3 protocol and allows NS-3 to dynamically
interact with an external OF controller during simulations.
In the environment, Figure 7 depicts the concrete experi-
ment workfow. At frst, the NS-3 parses the topology to
generate its corresponding OF switches, hosts, and bots.
Ten, the OF controller exchanges the OF messages with the
switches via the OF stub module.Te stub is implemented as
a transparent network layer proxy for all switches based on
a tap bridge created by OFSwitch13. Te advantage of the
simulations is the easy tracking of the detailed testing results.
(ii) Te Mininet emulations [28]: the PRDD is deployed on
the Floodlight OF controller v1.2 [46], due to its simplicity
and support of OF v1.3 [25]. Te controller interacts with
switches in an out-of-band manner.

Furthermore, the efectiveness of LCLA (see Section 4.2)
was tested via simulations under two diferent scenarios as
follows. Te frst scenario is the current high performance
transmission protocol including (a) NewReno, LinuxReno,
CUBIC, and Illinois under the same confguration in Table 2
[52] and (b) the default QUIC [54]. Each benign host sends
trafc in on-of at the same rate as that of the bot.Te second
one is the realistic Internet trafc that is synthesized with
90.04% TCP fows and 9.96% non-TCP ones closing to
a CAIDA real Internet trace found in [55]. In detail, the hosts
send the packets of each fow according to the Poisson Pareto

burst process model using the tool mentioned in [56]. In
addition, we choose NewReno for the TCP for generality.
Furthermore, the model is confgured with the Hurst and
mean parameters of 0.7 and 0.2 s, respectively, as recom-
mended in [56]. Te model determines the trafc volume by
the two parameters of the mean rate of each data fow
(MRDP) as well as the mean arriving rate of the data fows
(termed as fow intensity). To this end, the LCLA is tested for
the same link in twofold. (i) Te sensitivity for identifying
the diferent intensities of fooding: the testing fows are
mixed with both the Internet fows with a constant MRDP at
100 kbps and a diferent fow intensity ranging from 100 ∼
to 500, as well as fooding sent from 0 ∼ to 500 bots. Te
Internet trafc is generated with diferent MRDP and fow
intensities ranging from 100 ∼ to 500 kbps and 100 ∼ to
500, respectively. (ii) Te accuracy in identifying if there is
fooding trafc in a heavily congested link: the corre-
sponding heavy fooding is sent from 200 bots. Tus, the
volume of all trafc is enough to drain the PR bandwidth.

Meanwhile, the parameters of PRDD are listed in Table 2
as follows: (a) for the two scenarios of LCLA above, the two
kinds of ς are set to 0.2 and 0.8 ensuring the detection
sensitivity and accuracy, i.e., ς1 and ς2, respectively; (b) τs of
the LCLA is 100ms small enough in the link statistics
sampling for throughput changes; (c) τ of LCLA is 1 s big
enough for smoothing the captured throughput changes; (d)
η of DPG is 2 for the steering countermeasure; and (e) ρ of
DPG is 0.9 to ensure the victim decoy detection accuracy.

5.2. Stealthy Crossfre Attack Simulations. We choose
a synthesized topology above with the sizes of |Y| � 2000 and
|W| � 2000 for evaluating the defense efectiveness and
advantages of the PRDD. 30% of the hosts are bots, just
sufcient for exhausting link bandwidth.Tus, the adversary
carries out the attack in the following two stages:

(i) A Stealthier Initial Attack Stage. Te adversary takes
the following attacking steps. First, each bot sends
irregular ICMP requests to the target with a ran-
domized interval time in a uniform distribution
within [1, 10] s to probe the paths to the target.
Afterwards, all bots return their probed paths to the
adversary. Second, he selects the top 40 PRs to the
target in the link density, where the number is
sufcient in causing a large-scale disruption to the
network. Tird, he discovers the decoys for the PRs.
Fourth, he assigns the bots for fooding with their
decoys on the PRs.

(ii) An Extreme Renaissance Attack Stage. Te adversary
launches the attack in an extreme case: all PRs
defended in the initial attack stage and their available
decoys have been successfully speculated in 0 sec-
onds. It is used to fully test the defense efectiveness
of the PRDD.

Figure 8 presents the diferent number of bots versus the
number of their assigned PRs. Te average, minimum, and
maximum number of bots is 581.625, 525, and 600, re-
spectively.Tese bots food a PR in a rolling manner with the
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dummy UDP packets at the low rate of 1.719 kB/s in on-of
for saturating the PR bandwidth [4, 31]. Meanwhile, the
normal hosts send the ICMP packets with the randomized
interval time in a uniform distribution within [0, 20] s to
mimic the ICMP sending behavior of benign applications.

5.3. Evaluation Metrics of PRDD Solution. Tus, the evalu-
ation of the PRDD in defending against the two-stage attack
(see Section 5.2) is in the following aspects.

(i) Defense Efectiveness. We checked the following
metrics in attacking: (a) the congestion level de-
tected by LCLA; (b) the TCP receiving rate
sharpness with the decrease of the packet losses; and
(c) the CWnd size indicating the attack mitigation
efect. Te results are detailed in Section 5.4.

(ii) Defense Performance. We examined the execution
time and the number of control messages of the
algorithm, as well as the number of generated
proxies. In addition, we compared the tested values
with their theoretical estimations in Sections 4 and 5
and gave the results in Section 5.5.

(iii) Defense Advantages. We compared the PRDD with
the existing MTD and trafc throttling approaches
as follows. First, the MTD approaches hide or steer
PRs, and hence the two metrics are chosen, re-
spectively, where the higher metric is better, as
follows: (a) the disappeared PR ratio is the division

of the number of disappeared PRs after the defense
to the number of congested PRs before the defense
and (b) the steered PR ratio is the division of the
number of diverged or suppressed PRs after the
defense to the number of congested PRs before the
defense. Te comparative solutions are confgured
as follows. PROTAG [34] is on 1∼50% proxies out of
all switches according to BIND-SPLIT [34], where
each proxy is randomly connected to a switch.
Meanwhile, Aydeger and EqualNet accord with
[10, 16], respectively. Second, the throttling ap-
proaches detect and react to the bots. Hence, we
chose the metric positive ratio, that is, the per-
centage of the reacted bots in mitigating a crossfre
fooding, where the higher ratio is better. Te
comparative approaches are confgured as follows.
(a) In LFADefender [12], k is set to 5 for computing
the local outlier factor (LOF) in malicious fow
identifcation [12], which is big enough to capture
the density of traceroute packets. (b) In RADAR [8]
and SPIFFY [7], their sampling periods are 10 s for
the collection of data plane statistics.Te periods are
small enough to capture the dynamic changes in
link throughput under attack. Te results are given
in Section 5.6.

5.4. Efectiveness for Defending Attack. We evaluated the
defense efectiveness of the PRDD for the two-stage attack in
two aspects as follows:

(i) Congestion Level. Te LCLA is evaluated as follows.
For the transmission protocol scenario, Figure 9(a)
shows that the congestion level of the link attacked
by 60 bots raises to 0.211 higher than ς1. Meanwhile,
the level is 0 for the benign clients in TCP and QUIC,
due to their congestion control. For the realistic
Internet trafc scenario, in the sensitivity,
Figure 9(b) shows that the congestion levels are

Table 2: Experiment setup parameters.

Simulation topology and PRDD
Parameter Value
Bandwidth(li) 10Mbps
Delay(li) [1, 200] ms
η for DPG 2
ρ for DPG 0.9
τ for LCLA 1 s
MTU(li) 1500 B
|L| 2 · |Y|

ς1 for LCLA 0.2
ς2 for LCLA 0.8
τs for LCLA 100ms
TCP stack parameter Value
Maximum receiving bufer size (bytes) 1MB
Maximum sending bufer size (bytes) 1MB
Writing bufer size for emulation 1MB
Number of packets to wait before sending a TCP ACK 2
Timeout value for TCP delayed ACKs (seconds) 0.2
Nagle algorithm Disable

Floodfight Controller
(running MVNAH)

(socket)

(include)

OF Stub OF Switch OF Switch

Host (bots)

(OF)

Synthesized topology
Generating SDN data

plane with OF stub
Tracking results and
running simulations

NS-3

...

Figure 7: Experiment workfow of PRDD in NS-3.
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increased with an increase of the bots for 100 ∼ 500
fow intensity. In the accuracy, with the fooding,
Figure 9(c) depicts that all congestion levels are
beyond ς2 and gradually decrease with an increase of
the fow intensity due to the decreased fooding
proportions within all link trafc. Without the
fooding, Figure 9(d) shows that all congestion levels
are below ς2 and decrease with an increase of the fow
intensity due to more decreased CWnd for the be-
nign. Such results confrm the efectiveness.

(ii) Defense Policy. Te TCP performance between hosts
and the target is tested after the defense policy en-
forcement as follows. At the initial attack stage, the
efectiveness of the proxy creation countermeasures
is tested. Figure 9(e) shows the TCP CWnd size
changes at the target, when a li with e(li) � 0 is
fooded in 5 ∼ 10 s by 50 to 300 bots. Meanwhile,
Figure 9(f) shows the TCP packet receiving rate
changes at the target, where the TCP CWnd size and
receiving rate are changed according to the con-
gestion state of li. In 0 ∼ 5 s, they are linearly in-
creased and stable, respectively, without the
fooding. In 5 ∼ 15 s, they are signifcantly decreased
near to zero for 50 bots due to the heavy link load
rather than the attack congestion. Meanwhile, on the
contrary, they are zero for 60 ∼ 300 bots. Te two
results above confrm that κ(li)< ς and κ(li)≥ ς (see
Figure 9(a)), respectively. Meanwhile, the counter-
measure is enforced at 15 s for the bots no less than
60. In this case, the host receives the DNS update of
the proxy of the target and reconnects to the target
via the proxy. Moreover, the TCP CWnd and re-
ceiving rate are restored in normal. For 50 bots, DPE
is not involved since li is still available on the host.
Tus, with the countermeasure, the bots cannot
relaunch the attack due to the invisibility of the PRs
that are then in the non-congestion state. Te results
show the defense efectiveness at the initial attack
stage.

For the renaissance one, the efectiveness of the trafc
steering countermeasures is tested. Figure 9(g) shows CDF
of the decrease percentage in receiving rate and corre-
sponding CWnd size of TCP when trafc diverging is
enforced or not. Te results shown in Figure 9(g) are ob-
tained when 300 bots attack on the PRs that are with the
most link density. In addition, the results are calculated as
the mean values in the corresponding metrics above, where
each value is sampled in either the two periods as follows: (a)
when TCP is stabilized in 5s, or (b) since that TCP is started

in 30s. Overall, the TCP packet receiving rate is only de-
creased by 3.32% when its CWnd size is stabilized because
the average path delay is increased by 14.12%. In addition,
Figure 9(h) shows the changes in TCP receiving rate and
CWnd when a critical PR is under attack from 300 bots,
where trafc suppressing is enforced in 10 ∼ 20 s. Further-
more, the attack suppresses the PR bandwidth to 2Mbps.
After 20 s, the bots continue fooding on the PR at a sup-
pressed speed. Meanwhile, the TCP socket of the host is
reconnected to the target for sending packets at 80% of its
previous receiving rate (i.e., 20% sent by bots). Tus, the PRs
between the host and the target are restored into non-
congestion states.

Moreover, we evaluate the efectiveness of the defense
policy via the Mininet emulation for the topology with 50
switches. Figures 9(i)–9(k) show the bandwidth and CWnd
statistics measured by iperf for the proxy creation, diverging,
and suppressing countermeasures, respectively. For the
initial stage, with the proxies, in Figure 9(i), the fooding on
a randomly selected PR since 15 s is defended at 24.3 s due to
no probable PR. Later, the renaissance ones are defended as
follows. (a) In Figure 9(j), the PRDD diverges the fooding
on a non-critical PR under attack to an optional bypassed
path. (b) In Figure 9(k), the PRDD suppresses the fooding
on a critical PR at 29 s under attack at 20 s, due to sup-
pressing. Hence, the PRDD mitigates the PRs into non-
congestion, and the PRs’ destructiveness cannot be evalu-
ated. Hence, the PRDD is efective in defending such two-
stage attacks.

5.5. Performance in Defense Policy Generation.
Furthermore, we evaluated the execution time and overhead
of the GenPolicy algorithm in the following aspects:

(i) Execution Time. Figure 10(a) shows the execution
time of Algorithm 2 under the topology with 20 to
4000 nodes, when g � 0 and g � 0.3, respectively.
Te two curves are all close to their estimations in
0.0015 · |N|2 − 0.1782 · |N| · log|N| + 233.7825 and
O(0.0028 · log|N| · |N|2 − 0.0184 · |N|2 +

440.4651), respectively. Hence, the execution time is
scalable. Consider when 30% PRs are under the
renaissance. Figure 10(b) shows the average number
of PRs under attack in diferent topology sizes for
diferent countermeasures. On average, 75.78% of
the PRs are suppressed, which demonstrates the
suppressing necessity.

(ii) Proxy Overhead. Figure 10(c) shows the boxplot of
the number of generated proxies under 10 to 400
congested PRs in the synthesized topology with
|N| � 4000. Te mean number of proxies ft the
curve of 3.016 · |Wth| · log|Wth| − 15.651. Te
numbers are close to their estimation in Section 5.
In addition, Figure 10(d) shows the total number of
the proxies under diferent number of congested
PRs. Tose proxies ft the curve of 2.834 · |Wth|2 ·

log|Wth| − 1411.8 which is also close to its esti-
mation in Section 5. When the number of congested
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PRs is 400, Figure 10(e) shows the number of THs
under diferent number of proxies. Te mean,
minimum, and maximum number of proxies is
188.075, 157, and 258, respectively.Te numbers are
changed in a shorter range, not exceeding the
number of leaf nodes in the SPTfrom any proxy (see
Section 5). Such results show the efciency in the
proxy resource allocation of the DPG and DPE.

(iii) Message Overhead. Figure 10(f ) shows the number
of the generated control messages under 10 to 400
congested PRs during the policy enforcement,
where b � (|Λ|/|L|) is the ratio of the PRs fooded no
less than η. Te number of the messages ft their
estimation (see Section 4) all in a1 · (|Wth|2/a2) ·

log(|Wth|) + a3. For the diferent b of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8, the corresponding tuples of (a1, a2, a3)

equal to (5.238, −51.47, 1370), (4.195, −35.19, 878.7),
(3.081, −34.15, 999.3), as well as (1.633, −15.88,
361.6), respectively. Tese results indicate that the
PRDD has a scalable message complexity.

5.6. Comparative Study. To demonstrate the advantage, we
compared the PRDD with a number of existing benchmark
solutions. Here, the evaluation only considers the initial
attack stage, since the renaissance one remains unconcerned
by the existing solutions (see Section 2). Te results are
detailed as follows:
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(i) MTD-Based Approach. Figure 11 shows the defense
efect of PROTAG [34], Aydeger [16], and EqualNet
[10] in the ratios of the disappeared PR and the
steered PR (see Section 5.1) for diferent network
scales. We compared those of PRDD. Te results
show that the number of disappeared PRs and
steered PRs is equal to 100% in PRDD which is
higher than that in PROTAG and Aydeger. It in-
dicates a better attack mitigation efect. Further-
more, for PROTAG in the topology with |N| � 4000,
when the proportion is 1% and 50%, 1.5% and 0% of
PRs are diverged, respectively. It is because the target
is occasionally moved to the proxies not passed via
the PRs. For Aydeger, 95.3% of PRs are unable to be
diverged due to their criticality. However, the PRDD
can steer all PRs with created proxies to avoid their
congestion.

(ii) Trafc Trottling-Based Approach. Figure 12 shows
the defense efect of LFADefender [12], RADAR [8],
and SPIFFY [7] in terms of their positive ratios (see
Section 5.3), where the curve of the LFADefender
fuctuates for diferent number of bots. It is due that
the LFADefender set with the LOF can be inaccurate
for its malicious fow identifcation. Tis situdation
happens when ICMP packets of normal hosts arrive
at switches in the burst by burst according to the on-
of model. In addition, the curve of the RADAR has
an average positive ratio of 12.63% since the sam-
pling period is too long to capture the throughput
changes of bots. Moreover, the positive ratios in the
SPIFFY are kept in 0% because that the fooding at
the stable rate from bots can escape the detection of
the sketch-based measurement in the SPIFFY.
However, the positive ratio values in the PRDD are
100% since detecting congested PRs in PRDD is
easier than detecting the malicious fows or bots in
those three solutions. Meanwhile, the DPE can
mitigate each PR.

Hence, compared to the solutions mentioned above, the
PRDD takes the defense advantages in both mitigating the
more congested PRs and reacting to the more fooded bots..

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Te proposed PRDD solution efectively defends against the
two-stage stealthy crossfre attack targeting the PRs in the

network. Te PRDD adopts the proxy creation and trafc
steering countermeasures for diversifying the identifed PRs
under its initial and renaissance attack stages, respectively.Tey
can stop the current fooding and make the adversary unable to
fnd the PRs, which defend the two-stage attacks. We com-
prehensively evaluate the performance of the PRDD in bothNS-
3 simulation and Mininet emulation. Te numerical results
confrm that the PRDD can efectively defend the attacks with
a scalable computation cost and an acceptable overhead.
Meanwhile, the PRDD has a better mitigation efect compared
to the existing approaches.

In the future, PRDD can be exploited to defend
against other link fooding attacks (LFAs) to consume the
bandwidth of certain links or hosts. Concretely, such
LFAs can be categorized into the two types. Te frst one
is carried out with the similar ICMP-based PR selection,
e.g., Coremelt attack [57]. It is because PRDD can make
the PR probing and speculation inefective. Meanwhile,
the second is carried out in the way that bots directly
food towards certain end hosts in UDP with strong attack
strategies. For example, in the network time protocol
(NTP), an adversary can launch the amplifcation re-
fection attack for some victim hosts by exploiting the
monlist vulnerability of NTP servers [58]. It is because
PRDD can efectively identify PRs under fooding in
UDP. Moreover, PRDD can perform various counter-
measures to discard fooding trafc over PRs towards the
victim hosts like decoys in the crossfre attack. Ten, it
enforces the steering countermeasure to stop the current
fooding trafc on the victim hosts and mitigate the
congestion on PRs caused by further fooding attacks.
Tis can recover the end-to-end connectivity related to
PRs. Meanwhile, for such exploitation above, the defense
performance of PRDD can be optimized with consider-
ation of the adversary’s attack strategy in diferent se-
lections of victim decoys.
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